
Relieve the tension  
with Brijjit®

For better tissue healing

BRIJJ IT  FORCE MODULATING TISSUE BRIDGES

You’ll be floored by the results.  
Namaste.



ABDOMINOPLASTY
BIOPSY / SKIN LESION
BODY CONTOURING
BRACHIOPLASTY 

BREAST REDUCTION 
LACERATION
MASTOPEXY 
SCAR REVISION

Brijjit is special because it

Applied immediately upon closure,  
Brijjit reduces tension to help facilitate 
better healing.

Reduces tension during and after  
wound closure and facilitates support

Allows for a wide range of motion  
and comfortable wear 

Adheres to skin for up to 2 weeks
Can be reapplied routinely for longer- 
term support

Meet Brijjit
hey hi

USES
Brijjit can be used for tension relief to support 
beautiful healing in a variety of surgical 
procedures, including the following:

“ Dr. Julie Ferrauiola, MD
Plastic Surgeon 

Englewood, New Jersey

If all my patients get these results, I’ll be the happiest 
plastic surgeon you know.



“ “
HEALING

PATIENT FACTORS

Let’s face it, healing in general, and healing of the 
skin in particular, is complex. A number of factors 
can contribute to less than perfect results:

Readily identified differences 
in genetics, ethnicity, age, and 
anatomical location can all 
affect healing outcomes.

SKIN HEALING IS 
COMPLICATED

MECHANICAL FORCES

Mechanical forces—primarily 
tension—also play a significant 
part in scar appearance. 

Dr. Felmont F. Eaves, MD, FACS
Founder and CEO of Brijjit Medical LLC

As a plastic surgeon I was frustrated that no matter how well I closed 
the wound, some incisions scarred while others healed seamlessly. 

After years of research and multiple iterations, Brijjit was born—an easy 
to use device for wound closure and support that reduces the tension 
that leads to scarring.

Enclosed in each box  
is a Brijjit applicator and  
6 Brijjit devices.

For full Brijjit instructions for use: Click Here

STEP 1: LOAD STEP 2: APPLY STEP 3: RELEASE

Applying Brijjit

In just 3 simple steps, Brijjit is applied:

And tension often gets in the way.
Scars can have a profound impact on 
patients and surgical outcomes.
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